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Chanel has never been one to accept mediocracy. She’s a woman who requires the best that life has to offer
and will do anything, to ensure that the “Best” belongs to her. From plotting and scheming to lying and using
her feminine assets, Chanel goes for what she wants by any and all means. When she scores Devonaire Jones
as her husband, she is certain that she’s landed her meal ticket to a life of luxury. However, being the wife of
a hustler isn’t all it’s portrayed to be and sometimes the dishes served can be hell on your plate. When
Chanel learns, that although she has the ring and the papers, Devonaire is not completely hers, it leaves a
bitter taste in her mouth and makes her thirst for more. Her thirst combined with the lonely nights and having
to deal with random women, eventually push Chanel over the edge, and right into the arms of another man.
Dom is young, sexy and cocky; the perfect concoction to keep Chanel’s mind off her problems. Dom takes
Chanel to the highest level of ecstasy when they’re together and leaves her yearning for more whenever
they’re apart. Chanel soon finds herself confusing lust for love and breaking the very rules she put in place.
What happens when her stolen moments with Dom turn deadly? When her plots and schemes backfire?
When life as she knows it, becomes a living Hell? Will Chanel be able to regain control or will she lose
everything, including her life?
Cole Hart presents, this sizzling- urban love story by African American, bestselling author, Danielle Marcus
that will take you on an emotionally turbulent ride and leave your head spinning. Find out what happens
when a woman known for taking what she wants, discovers the power, pain and threat behind “Thug
Kisses”.
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From reader reviews:

Robin Boucher:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even a concern. What people must be
consider if those information which is within the former life are difficult to be find than now is taking
seriously which one would work to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you obtain the
unstable resource then you get it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All
those possibilities will not happen within you if you take Thug Kisses as the daily resource information.

Lucy Fletcher:

This book untitled Thug Kisses to be one of several books that best seller in this year, that's because when
you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the
book store or you can order it by using online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
quicker to read this book, since you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no reason for your
requirements to past this e-book from your list.

Lois Bottoms:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you will have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try point that really opposite from
that. One activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are
ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Thug Kisses, you are able to enjoy both. It is fine
combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh occur its mind hangout
fellas. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Trudy Clark:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book has been rare? Why so
many issue for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes studying, not only science book but in addition novel and Thug Kisses as well as others sources were
given expertise for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel wish to read more and more. Science
book was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those guides are helping them to put their
knowledge. In various other case, beside science book, any other book likes Thug Kisses to make your spare
time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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